Several recent atomic resolution studies have resolved how chaperones interact with their client proteins. In some cases, molecular chaperones recognize and bind their clients in conformational ensembles that are locally highly dynamic and interconvert, while in other cases, clients bind in unique conformations. The presence of a locally dynamic client ensemble state has important consequences, both for the interpretation of experimental data, and for the functionality of chaperones, as local dynamics facilitate rapid client release, folding on and from the chaperone surface, and client recognition without shape complementarity. Facilitated by the local dynamics, at least some chaperones appear to specifically recognize energetically frustrated sites of partially folded client proteins, such that the release of frustration contributes to the interaction affinity.
chaperone-client complexes and the conclusions that could be drawn on the underlying chaperone-client interaction biophysics.
Atomic resolution structural studies of chaperone-client complexes
The first chaperone-client system with two full-length natural proteins, of which conformation and dynamics could be completely resolved at the atomic level has been the Skp-Omp system (24) . The chaperone in this system, bacterial Skp, binds an unfolded outer membrane protein during the diffusive transport across the aqueous periplasm (25, 26) . The atomic level data revealed that the client is in constant conformational reorientation and that all local contacts are short-lived, non-specific and transient, while the global contact is longlived ( Figure 1A) .
A subsequent study resolved the structural determinants of the bacterial trigger factor (TF) binding the model client protein PhoA (27) . In this atomic resolution structure, the client protein was found to bind to the chaperone in a unique conformation ( Figure 1B) . The population of this lowest energy state of the chaperone-client complex has a population level of 70% or above (27) . Notably, the two systems Skp-Omp and TF-PhoA feature two very different binding modes of chaperone-client interaction. While the Skp binds its clients in the form of conformational ensembles, the chaperone TF binds its client PhoA in single dominant conformations for those segments of the client that are in contact with the chaperone. This is well visualized by the sequence coherence of the individual PhoA segments on the chaperone surface ( Figure 1B) .
A third key study of a chaperone-client complex described the interaction of the chaperone Hsp90 binding a physiological client, the protein Tau that is in turn involved in neurodegenerative diseases (28) . This structural description highlighted the presence of a conformational ensemble. The interaction surface of Tau on Hsp90 was mapped to two domains of Hsp90, the N-and the M-domain. Interestingly, these two interaction sites are about ~100 Å apart, thus comprising an extended overall interaction surface. Combination of data from solution NMR spectroscopy and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) enabled the derivation of a structural model of the Hsp90-Tau complex, where the Tau ensemble converged strongly on the two binding sites ( Figure 1C ). Just as for the Skp-Omp complex, this model underscores the importance of multiple non-specific low-affinity contacts to build up towards a global high affinity interaction by avidity (28) .
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Finally, a fourth study determined the structure of the chaperone-client complex SecB-PhoA at atomic resolution description (29) . The structure shows that PhoA is wrapped around SecB in an extended arrangement, and utilizes several SecB client-interaction sites determined by mapping of specific peptides ( Figure 1D ). The data also allowed to identify that the groove on the SecB surface formed by helices 1 and 2 is able to adjust its size by swinging out helix 2 by up to 50° in order to accommodate large hydrophobic side chains of the client protein. Just as for TF-PhoA, there is a unique arrangement of the interacting segments on the chaperone for SecB-PhoA.
Besides these structure determinations, multiple further studies contributed substantially to resolving atomic details of chaperone-client systems. Some important examples in which solution NMR spectroscopy was used as the main study method are functional studies of the TRiC/CCT system (30) , Hsp70 (31) (32) (33) (34) , GroEL (35, 36) , Hsp90 (37, 38) as well as the bacterial ATP-independent holdase chaperone Spy (39, 40) . These studies have greatly expanded the current understanding of the biophysical basis of chaperone-client interactions and highlight the power of solution NMR spectroscopy for the study of these dynamics systems. Notably, at the same time, many of the studies remain descriptive in the sense that they do not provide causal biophysical rationales for the chaperone functions. A number of exciting discoveries are thus yet to be expected.
Chaperone-client interaction modes
From the available high-resolution structural studies, the conclusion emerges that chaperone-client complexes come in different types with fundamentally different interaction biophysics. The underlying interaction energy landscapes can be described by two parameters, the entropy of the bound state and the enthalpy difference between the bound and the apo state (41, 42) . These parameters define the depth and the width of the interaction landscape, respectively ( Figure 2 ). The enthalpy difference to the apo form, ∆ , is comprised by the enthalpic changes in inter-and intramolecular interactions upon binding.
The entropy of the bound state, $%&'( , quantifies the conformational space that the chaperone-client complex populates. With this parametrization, two limiting cases for the binding mode exist and a given interaction can usually be classified into one of these two cases ( Figure 2 ).
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In the "single conformational limit", the client is bound to the chaperone in a predominant single backbone configuration, with only a small conformational entropy $%&'( that mainly arises from side chain rotations and other small local rearrangements. The interaction energy landscape is a narrow and deep valley, corresponding in its biophysical properties to classical protein-protein interactions.
In the "multi-conformational complex" (or "fuzzy complex"), in contrast, the client is bound in a multi-conformational ensemble state with large $%&'( . The large entropy of this ensemble arises mainly from the vast conformational space of the client backbone and consequently, the interaction energy landscape is a broad valley ( Figure 2 ). The ensemble of client structures interconvert in thermal equilibrium while the client remains bound to the chaperone.
For either interaction type, the global affinity is given by the interaction Gibbs free energy, which combines the enthalpic and the entropic contributions relative to the free state.
Here, large negative values for ∆ correspond to a high affinity and such large affinities can result from either a large negative ∆ or a large value of $%&'( . Both interaction types can thus result in high-affinity complexes, however in different ways. The single conformational mode requires a large (negative) enthalpy term ∆ to achieve high affinity, while for the multi-conformational complex the enthalpy term can be considerably lower, because the entropy decrease upon binding of the apo client, $%&'( − ,-.. , is much lower.
At the same time, the enthalpy difference upon binding, ∆ , is related to the specificity of the interaction. A large interaction enthalpy requires a coordinated spatial arrangement of multiple intermolecular interactions, including hydrophobic, polar and electrostatic contacts.
Large (negative) ∆ values arising from multiple well-oriented contacts are readily possible in the narrow conformational valley of the single conformational limit, where the chaperone recognizes certain specific segments of the client and binds them in a unique conformation.
For the broad interaction landscape of the multi-conformational complex, however, a spatial coordination of multiple favourable local contacts is not occurring. The individual contacts are short-lived and fluctuate between favourable and non-favorable orientations, resulting in a lower ∆ and at the same time in lower requirements for the chemical composition of the 7 client, i.e. a lower client specificity. In this way, the two different types of interaction mode can relate to a different client specificity of the chaperone.
Technical aspects in describing chaperone-client complexes
In addition to the impact on client specificity, the two interaction modes also lead to , where i is the index of the state, pi is the population of the state and Ai is the observable in state i. If the bound state includes kinetic barriers that are higher than the time resolution of the method, time-averaging is not complete and the bound state splits into several substates, for each of which eq. (3) applies separately. The interpretation of the ensemble-averaged value <A> towards a structural model of the ensemble is non-trivial. Only if a single conformer is predominant, i.e. with a single p1 larger than a certain threshold X, the interpretation protocols of traditional structural biology methods towards a single structure is warranted.
Here, X is a relatively large fraction, such as for example 70%, depending on the details of the experimental method.
This situation is briefly exemplified on the example of the intermolecular Nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE), which lies at the heart of conventional protocols for solution NMR structure determinations of rigid proteins and rigid protein-protein complexes (43) . The NOE arises from cross-relaxation events of nuclear spins. For a pair of protons 1 H (j) -1 H (k) , with one proton j on the chaperone and one proton k on the client, the cross-relaxation rate constant in a given protein conformation i is given by σ jk,i , (Figure 3 ). Because σ is proportional to the inverse sixth power of the interspin distance r, for single conformations the NOE can be used to measure spin-spin distances. In conformational ensembles, however, the observed constant σ jk is ensemble-averaged from the individual substates as σ ;< = ∑ 8 σ ;<,8 8 ( Figure   3 ). The extraction of a single distance from this average is no longer possible. While the application in classical structure determination protocols is prohibitive, the determined value can be used to map chaperone-client interfaces at the atomic level, in particular in situations where the dynamic ensemble features a narrow chemical shift dispersion and the observed cross-peaks in 3D NOESY spectra are a superimposition of multiple substrate spins with similar chemical shifts (44) .
As an alternative to the NOE, the use of intermolecular paramagnetic relaxation enhancements (PREs) has been proven worthwhile to derive spatial proximity measurements in the case of conformational ensembles. Just like the NOE, the PRE effects are also ensembleaveraged, but can be used to determine spatial probabilities in first order approximation (24, (45) (46) (47) (48) . An alternative experimental technique with effects in the distance range of PREs is the pseudo-contact shifts (PCS) . Notably, while PCS are very valuable to obtain distance constraints for static protein-protein complexes, they will presumably be less useful in highly dynamic chaperone-client systems, because the PCS averages towards zero, if the nuclear spin moves between the different space zones of positive and negative PCS contributions.
The PRE, in contrast, is of uniform sign (but not magnitude) in all areas of space and will therefore also in a dynamic ensemble add up in a distance-weighted manner .
For X-ray crystallography, the presence of a dynamic ensemble in chaperone-client complexes is typically prohibitive in a fundamental sense, because crystals of the complexes cannot be obtained. Therefore, crystallography studies of chaperone-client complexes were so far successful only in cases, where clients bound in a single conformation, which is particularly possible for short peptides (49) (50) (51) (52) . With the advent of direct electron detectors, chaperone-client systems have also been studied by cryo-electron microscopy. Beautiful work has outlined conformational changes in chaperone domain dynamics and revealed insight on the client interaction (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) (63) (64) (65) (66) (67) . It will be interesting to see, if and how future methodological improvements may resolve the client conformational ensemble at the atomic level. Another very powerful method to describe chaperone domain dynamics is single-molecule Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET). This method is able to determine the ensemble statistic of the spatial distances between specifically introduced dye pairs, and thus provides quantitative descriptions of the population and interconversion dynamics of individual conformer states. In the past few years, substantial insights into chaperone dynamics have been obtained with single-molecule FRET . It will be interesting to see, if and how future methodological improvements may resolve client conformational ensembles and chaperoneclient interactions at the atomic level.
Functional impact of the dynamics
In addition to the impact on specificity and on the choice of experimental methods, the presence of ensemble dynamics of the client on the chaperone surface has two significant functional consequences. Firstly, in the single conformational limit, the local and the global dissociation rate constants are essentially identical. In contrast, the multi-conformational complex allows for a substantial difference in these two properties, as the client can reform its conformation without leaving the chaperone. The local correlation lifetime and the global complex lifetime can thus differ by up to at least six orders of magnitude (24) . This time difference allows for fast, energy-independent client release kinetics, because the client release to a downstream target or receptor is limited by the local, not the global contact time (68) . Such functionality is for example relevant for membrane protein holdases, which require long lifetimes to avoid aggregation during transport, but nonetheless fast, ATP-independent client release (68) . Secondly, the dynamic conformational reorientation on the chaperone surface allows for folding of the protein while bound to the chaperone surface. The existence of this property had initially been discovered for GroEL and has recently also been described for the Spy-Im7 system, where the client folds while bound to the chaperone (69, 70) .
A combination of the two effects has been observed in the case of a membrane protein client bound to the periplasmic chaperones Skp and SurA. Single-molecule force spectroscopy and NMR spectroscopy could show that a model client protein, the large b-barrel outer membrane receptor FhuA from Escherichia coli is stabilized in a dynamic, unfolded state on the chaperone surface, which prevented it from misfolding (Figure 4) (68) . The dynamics of the bound state allows the client protein to explore local structural configurations, such that the SurA-chaperoned FhuA polypeptide stepwise inserts b-hairpins into the membrane until the entire barrel is folded. The membrane thus acts as a free energy sink for hairpin insertion and physically separates transiently folded structures from the chaperone, funnelling the FhuA polypeptide towards its native conformation. Notably, while the lifetime of the chaperone-client complex is in the minutes to hours range, folding from the chaperone into the membrane occurs on the seconds timescale, constituting fast release in an ATPindependent manner (68) .
Dynamic recognition of frustrated sites on native client proteins
In the case of native, i.e. folded or partially folded protein clients, the presence of nonspecific, highly dynamic conformational interaction modes allows for two relevant functional features. Firstly, the multi-conformational complexes not only enable promiscuity, but also ease the constraints from potential steric overlap between the interaction surfaces, because the dynamic interactions of chaperones with native client proteins do not require structural shape complementarity, providing a further rationale for chaperone promiscuousness and the generally observed broad clientomes (71) .
Secondly, the conformational interconversions allow for a mode of client recognition in that chaperones recognize and bind the locally frustrated sites on the client proteins. Local frustration in biomolecules can exist between chemical groups of the polypeptide chain, when they are forced into energetically unfavourable contacts by other, well-folded parts of the protein such that no energetically favourable local rearrangement is possible (72) (73) (74) (75) . The occurrence of frustration is a fundamental concept in molecular biology and among others a driving force underlying protein folding . Notably, the presence of frustration is frequently correlated to local instability of proteins, since unfavourable contacts between individual pairs of amino acid side chains at frustrated sites induce dynamic rearrangements and thus instability . Several holdase chaperones now appear to interact with locally frustrated areas of partially folded client proteins by stabilizing conformations that are unfavorable in the absence of the chaperone (40, 71) . This release of local frustration contributes to the interaction affinity and provides a local recognition motif that is sequence-unspecific. The presence of such an interaction mechanism has been shown so far for three different chaperones -the periplasmic Spy, SurA and Skp -and two different clients, the partially folded model client proteins SH3 and Im7, as well as for the dimeric form of the chaperone TF ( Figure 5) (40, 71, 76) . These observations imply that the principle of recognizing frustrated segments in native clients could be of a more general nature, making further studies in this direction highly interesting.
Concluding Remarks and Future Perspective
Taken together, the recent years have brought unique insights into conformations and dynamics of chaperone-client systems at the atomic level, with a strong contribution from solution NMR spectroscopy. Additional advances will likely come from integrative structural biology approaches that combine data from several complementary techniques to overcome the limitations of the individual approaches. In fact, most of the studies discussed in this review are already based on an integrative approach, such as by interpreting dynamics data from NMR or FRET on the basis of previously determined crystal structures of the chaperone apo forms. Nonetheless, the field is not yet in a position to infer the functional mechanisms of chaperones from knowledge of their apo structures alone and key questions remain to be answered in the coming years (see outstanding questions box). Further detailed studies of chaperone systems at the atomic level are required to fully explore the space of chaperoneclient interactions. This knowledge gap includes not only soluble chaperones but in particular also membrane-standing insertase chaperones (77) (78) (79) (80) (81) (82) , since no structural information on their client insertion processes are available at the atomic level. In addition, new methodological developments that quantify dynamic multi-conformational complexes better than existing technology are highly desired. 
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